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WELCOME

High School
Musicians Here
For Workshop

40th Anniversary Year

No. 20

293 Students Named For
Fall Semester Dean's List

Approximately 300 high school
hand students and choristers will
Thirty-nine Junior and senior
participate In the Seventh Annual
high school science teachers have
Central Kentucky Music Educators
Two hundred and ninety-three Ronald Maurice Cosby, Harrodsbeen ottered financial support and
Workshop here today and. tomorstudents have been named to the burg;
Glenn Gilmo-.e Covey,
Invited to take part in the first
row.
Dean's List of honor students for Irvine; Wilma Roberta Cox, RichSummer Institute for Science
Representing
28
central
Ken|
the
fall
semester
here.
President
mond; Robert Weslev Holtzclaw,
Teachers to be held here June
tucky schools from " Anderson,
Robert R. Martin announced Tues- Danville; Buford Philip Howard,
10-August 2. The Institute, coBourbon,
Boyle,
Estlll.
Fayette.
day.
Jackson;
Lucille Elizabeth Irwin,
sponsored by the National Science
Franklin, Madison, and Scott
Included in the select list were Richmond: Brigitte Johnson, West
Foundation, is one of approximaCounties, the group will undergo
82 students who compiled perfect Point, and Mary Ann Lackey,
tely 400 such programs the FounIntensive training during the twoRichmond.
scholastic records.
dation supports each year.
day
workshop.
Each participant will take two
Gary Tyrone McBee. C"nthiana;
Students named to the honor
'
Directors
for
the
program
will
be
of the following four courses: bioroll list earned 40 or more quality Julie Joan Rachford, Bellevue;
Arthur
Wake,
College
of
the
Bible,
logy, chemistry, geology and phypoints during the semester. East- Cecil Ray Roundtree, Crab Orchand Nicholas Koenigsteln, Eastern.
sics. These are
fundamentals
ern uses the 1-2-3 point system, an ard; Raymond A. Scarton, LouisWake,
a
graduate
of
Westminscourses and are Intended primarily
"A" giving the student three ville: Jeffrey Lee Schrlnk, Seyter Choir School, will direct the
for general science teachers. Perquality points for each semester mour, Indiana; Eva Isaacs Sing150 choristers. He has been disonnal stipends, dependency - alhour of credit; a "B" two quality leton, Berea; Brenda Arlene Skelrector of the World Convention
lowances, make it possible for
points, and a "C" one quality ton, Louisville, and Barbara Ellen
Choir
of
Disciples
of
Christ
in
Edeach teacher to live on the cam- THE NEWEST IN AIR CONDITIONING . . . Shown
i point. No points are awarded for Sowders, Richmond.
The unit, which will supply fresh air for all the 'inburgh, Scotland. At present he
pus and spend his full time for is the air-conditioning unit in Combs Hall to be
a grade below "C".
Herman
Lenvllle
Tucker,
rooms, is a new design which Is a greatly reduced Is chairman of the National Diseight weeks improving his know- opened for the B. S. U. convention this weekend.
The highest number of quality Stearns; Carolyn Wlerwllle, Cinsize from old compressors.
ciple Musicians, A graduate of
ledge of science.
points went to William Lee Bohan- cinnati; Connie Ray Wills, CynWew Jersey State Teachers ColAccording to the Director, Dr.
ing, of Louisville,, who, however, thiana, and Judith Layne Wilson,
lege, he received the masters deDarnell Salyer of the Chemistry
failed to make a perfect three- Ravenna.
cree
from
Indiana
University.
department, over 200 applicants
point standing. He compiled a
The complete list of students
Director
of
the
band
will
be
were received from 34 states and
total of 59 quality points for 21 making the Dean's List for the
Koenigsteln,
Director
of
Bands
at
Puerto Rico. Chosen for the Insemester
hours
of
work.
first
semester will be published
Eastern. A graduate of Western
HELEN TERESA FAGAN
stitute were 18 teacher* from KenOne student earned 67 quality next week in the Progress. StuKentucky State College and West
"A Perfect 8.0 Standing"
tucky and 28 from seventeen other
points and three others earned 84 dents having forty or more quality
Virginia University, he was supstates.
points each while making the elite points will be listed according to
ervisor of music In Palntsvllle and
Approximately
eight visiting
three-point standing group. Helen counties.
played four years in and was
speakers, nationally known scienTeresa Fagan, Richmond, has 57
musical
training
supervisor
for
the
tists, will visit Eastern and speak
quality points for 19 hours, and
Air Force Band of the WeBt. Koeto the Institute classes.
Wanda Carole Bohannon, ShelbyThe world famous Louisville broadcasts of concert programs musical education services pro- nigsteln Is presently serving as
ville; William Ray Eckerie. BelleOrchestra, under the direction of put on tape recordings. In ad vided by the Orchestra — record- vice president of the Southern
vue, and Jo Ann Sims, Lexington,
Robert Whitney, presented a pro- dition, the Orchestra's'commercial ed concerts for re-broadcast by Division of the College Band Dieach compiled 64 points for 18
rectors National Association.
gram here last night. Soloist for recordings now number 54 longsemester hours credit.
The Central Kentucky Music
the orchestra was Mr. Leon Raper, playing 12-inch records released Kentucky radio stations, concerts
Six other students earned 64
by a string quartet drawn from Workshop was first organized unfirst trumpeter.
under Its own label.
quality points, yet narrowly failed
The Louisville Orchestra is tourThe recording sessions are made the Orchestra, and motion picture der the leadership of Thomas
to make perfect standings. They
ing Kentucky again this year on a at the Orchestra's "home," Col- features, one already being shown Siwickl, band director at Paris
were: Ann Marie Fagan, Richgrant by the 1862 General As- umbia
Auditorium on Fourth In schools and before civic groups, High School. Chairman for the
mond; Patricia Cosby Presnell,
current year is Carroll Hall, band
sembly. The grant Is administer- Street In Louisville, Just south of
also of Richmond; Betty Joyce
director at Nicholas County High
The fifteenth annual reception ed by the Kentucky Council on the city's, main shopping area.
and the other In preparation.
Redding, Frankfort; Ann Carolyn
School.
in honor of full time students who Public Higher Education in co(Continued on Page ft)
Five faculty members of the Skinner,
Kathleen
McCallum
Orchestra Praised
made a 'B' average or above last operation with the State DepartMusic Department presented their
Smith,
both
of
Richmond,
and
Ronsemester, will be , held Monday ment of Education and the State
Praise has been given to this
nie Glenn Wolfe, Falmouth.
skill in the use of musical instruevening from 8 to 10 p.m.
Department of Commerce.
orchestra by many. "One of the
Other 8.0's
ments in Wednesday assembly.
The reception, sponsored by
Eighteen are scheduled in var- most imaginative Institutions in
Others
compiling
perfect
records
members of Collegiate Pentacle ious Kentucky cities in the current the country — a valuable force In
during the semester were: Betty The group was composed of Mr.
and Cwens, will take place in season-an increase over last sea- the musical world," said the maAlivia
Alexander,
Bloomfleld; Staples, Miss Lewis, Mr. Wolfrora,
Walnut Hall of the Student Union son.
gazine American Record Guide.
Brenda Kay Bailey, Demossvllle; Miss McPherson, and Mr. Baker.
Building.
Raper, the soloist, received both "Expert and conscientious," 'reTommy
Roger
Brown,
Hardy;
WilMr. Staples, a member of the
The receiving line will consist the B. A. and M. A. degrees from ported the U¥V TerkTtmes In a
liam Marshall Brown, .Versailles; Kentucky String Quartet. Wisseutoil
of frnMM sM MH*- ~4fartin;
" "srtiste'-Ssv**.
John
Ha^dW-Buft,
Viper;
Wfla variety of violin solos, accomDean and Mrs. Powell; Dean and he is presently Director of Bands
« Orel
The North Dakota State Uni- 2* women In the choir. The men
11am Donald Coffey, «UmnoWI, panied by Mr. Baker. He included
WILLIAM LEE BOHANING
Mrs. Martin; Dean Bradley; Dr. at MwiJMversity of Louisville.
The Christian Science Monitor has versity 40-vpjce choir wM present wjll present the third part of the
and
Anna
Grace
Combs,
Lerose.
"Tops
In
Quality
Points"
"The Old Refrain," "Banjo and
Annually between 86,000 and praised the Orchestra for — "a a concert Monday evening at 8
and Mrs. Ambrose; Dean and Mrs.
Delora Sue Cook, Whltesburg; Fiddle," "Meditation," and "Th*
which consists of "Four
Moore; Nancy Works, President of 90,000 Kentucklans hear ln-person service to music unequaled."
p.m. in Hiram Brock auditorium. program
Little Prayers of St. Francis of
Bee."
Collegiate Pentacle; and Beverly concerts by the Louisville OrchesMore than 120,000 Louisville
Under the direction of Robert
contemporary
Keith, President of Cwens.
tra and countless others hear Orchestar recordings are currently Godwin, the choir will sing a pro- Aasisi" by the
Miss Mary Lewis, remembered
French
composer,
Francis
for her work as lead soprano In
in public and private collections gram in four parts, presenting a Poulenc, and "The West Wind" by
"The Messiah," rendered selecthroughout the Tree world.
variety of music ranging from mo- Robert Oundick, a composer at
tions from the operetta, Porgy and
The orchestra's annual tours tets of the early Baroque period Brigham Young University. The
Bess. Two of her selections wars
now in their third season, are the to contemporary compositions.
latter number will be performed
"Summertime" and "My Man's
result of a grant from the State
Recently the choir returned from from manuscript aa it is not yet
Gone Now."
Administered by the Kentucky a successful concert tour of the published.
Performing with two different
Council on Public Higher Educa- Northwest and made two appearThe final group of selections by
Instruments, Mr. Wolfrom, also a
tion In cooperation with the 8tate ances at the World's Fair in Seat- the choir will be contrasting works
member
of the Kentucky String;
Department of Education and the tle. The choir has sung on the representing varied schools and
Eastern hosted a self-Improve- mlcs Department, spoke on "Stage
Department of Commerce.
Ed Sullivan TV Show, has been styles of contemporary music, ment seminar, sponsored by the Appearance and Manners," as Quartet, played a bass string solo,
The 1960 and the 1962 Kentucky heard nationally on the "Great principally by American compos- Federated Woman's Clubs. The Charlene McCauley, an Eastern "Celebrated Gavotte" by MartiniBuchtel, and a cello solo, "The
General Assemblies voted the Choirs of America" program, and ers.
seminar was held in the Little student, demonstrated the various Swan" by Saint-Sacus. Mr. Baker
Baptist students, some 600 strong
funds for the tours and additional In 1961, It was saluted by NBC
points.
Theater,
Tuesday.
Traditionally
this
choir
makes
accompanied him.
and representing 16 Kentucky colMonitor.
The program, centered around
Mrs. Aimee Alexander of the
an extended tour each spring.
Miss Francis McPherson, who
leges and universities, will arrive
The choir's major work Is This year the tour includes per- such topics as improving poise, English Department was in charge
"Gloria" by Monteverdi. A com- formances at the University of acquiring greater skill in vocabul- of the second phase of the pro- created music for the Richmond
on campus today for the annual
position for double choir, the Minnesota; University of Wiscon- ary and in speaking, and learning gram which dealt with "Funda- Centeimiel Celebration In early
statewide BSU Spring Conference.
NDSU grbup Is presenting the first sin; College of St. Francis, Jollet, how to be at ease while speaking mentals of Speech and Word October, gave a piano solo. She
It will be a busy week-end of
"Three Preludes"
by
known performance of this work Illinois; Chattanooga University; Into a microphone.
Skills." Assisting her were Pro- played
activities for the visitors, IncludGershwin.
In the United States.
fessor
W.
L.
Keene
and
Miss
Pearl
Members
of
the
departments
of
University
of
Florida;
Jacksoning four sessions of Bible study, a
Other features of the program ville University; Southwestern at English and Home Economics pre- Buchanan, also of the English
choir festival, a basketball tournaInclude the performance of two Memphis, and the University of sented the day-long program. faculty.
ment ,a ping pong tournament, a
Miss Willie Moss, Home EconoStudents Demonstrate
works of Franz Schubert by the I Missouri.
reception and banquet.
Speech
demonstrators
were
The following schools will be regiven by the following students:
presented: Kentucky Baptist HosLonnle Akers, Glen Anderson,
pital School of Nursing, University
Mary Carpenter, Marie Cox, John
of Louisville, Southern Baptist SeFuture orators will soon be able
DeMarcus,
James DeVries, Ruth
minary, Campbellsvllle, Georgeto test their skill In the Weaver
Engle, Shirley Green, Lydia Huntown, Centre, Bethel, Kentucky
Oratorical Contest for men, held
saker, Leslie Lenn, Charles Lewis,
Need is desperate for at least
Wesleyan, Western, Murray, CumJames Montgomery, Mary Jane
to perpetuate the memory of
berland, Kentucky Southern, Uni300 pints of blood for the Bloo*.,
Mulllns,
James
Murphy,
John
Ranversity of Kentucky, Morehead,
Charles Weaver, long-time memkln, Winston Roberts, Williams mobile coming to the Richmond
Berea, and Eastern.
ber of the Board of Regents and
Armory next Tuesday from 11 a.m.
Stewart, and Misha Williams.
Bill Wade, a quarterback of the
a great benefactor of the college.
Highlighting the afternoon pro- to 6 p.m.
Chicago Bears National Football
Mr. Weaver, who promoted the
donors regardless of their home address. Eastern gram was a discussion and deBy DALE 8HROCT
Four Bonds of $26 each will be
League team, will speak and
of
"Microphone drawn at the end of the day and
students can play an active part in these drives monstration
award trophies to the winning
cause of Eastern, felt that men
Progress Guest Writer
Skills"
by
Mr.
Joe
M.
Johnson,
since
donations
made
to
the
bloodmobile
here
would
given
to the highest Individual
A
man
has
an
accident
in
a
state
many
miles
teams at the banquet on Saturday
should be trained to speak excelbe the same as giving to a hometown unit. A director of the Little Theater, fol- donors. A nurses' group is giving
evening In the Keen Johnson Stufrom home. He receives the blood that Is needed
lently.
He
established
a
cash
lowed
by
a
question-answer
period
careful record is kept on each donor, and each
the bonds.
dent Union cafeteria. Wade has
for his transfusions quickly without wasted time
person who has given blood Is presented with a Red concerning all areas of the seminreceived
numerous
athletic J. Chester Durham, and James R. fund for this contest. The winner checking blood type. This man Is a Red Cross
Transportation for prospective
ar.
Cross donor certificate. This certificate entitles
awards, both in collegiate football Bergman of the Student Depart- of the contest Is awarded a cash donor who has become a member of a world wide
donors can be arranged by railing;
Closing
activities
were
presented
the
donor
and
his
family
to
receive
free
Red
Cross
and professional football.
the armory (628-8010) next Tuesment of the Kentucky Baptist Con- prize and honor recognition at organization which has a long history for its actions
blood. The donor's blood type can be found on the by Carolyn King and John Rogers, day.
commencement.
during the time of need.
vention.
Adams Leads Study
both Eastern students, who discertificate
In
the
event
of
an
accident
when
transA
blood
drive
was
held
at
Eastern
on
February
Any male student is encouraged
Students who have had flu can
cussed "Specialities of Speech."
Registration and general headLeading the Bible study of the
fusions may be needed quickly.
enter, and all contestants should 13. 1968. and 116 students offered their blood. This
Chairman for the Eastern pro- give blood If they have recovered
book of Philipplans will be Dr. quarters for the Conference will be to
All
Types
Are
Available
drive
was
brought
to
our
campus
after
Madison
W. W. Adams. He is professor of In the lobby of the Keen Johnson fill In an entry blank with Mrs. County had produced the lowest percentage of
An instance was cited by Mrs. Long where *. gram was Mrs. Hubert L. Cor- from the disease by about ten
Aimee Alexander, contest commitdays or two weeks.
New Testament at the Southern Student Union building.
man had a rare type blood that could not be re- nellson, 8r., District Governor.
donors In the entire state. It will return on March
tee
chairman,
of
the
English
DeBaptist
Theological
Seminary,
12 at the Richmond Armory. Although Eastern plenished from the hospital blood supply. Impartment
before
Wednesday,
Louisville.
mediately, a call was put in to the Regional office
March 20. The semi-finals of the students helped raise this low mark, the percentage
»
at Louisville for this type blood. With the coA returned missionary from
contest will be in Roark Building, might well have been higher if students and citizens
operation of the Kentucky State Police setting up
Nigeria, the Rev. Z. Don Reece,
Room 10, on Wednesday, April 8. of Madison County bad known more about the adrelay
points
and
transporting
the
blood
here,
this
will speak at the Sunday morning
The four finalists will deliver vantages given to a Red Cross donor.
man received the transfusions needed to save his
worship hour in Brock auditorium.
A Danger Is Involved
their orations before assembly the
life.
A native of Canton, North Carolina,
As for the results of this drive, Mrs. Elizabeth
following week.
Red Cross officials feel that the fear of giving
Long, Secretary of the Madison County Red Cross
the Rev. Mr. Reece holds degrees
The
speech
should
be
timely,
blood has hampered many of their drives. The
Chape r, says, "Patients in this area are In danger
from Berea College and Southern
original
and
should
last
eight
to
procedure Is simple and harmless, and blood is
of losing the bloodmobile if the donor percentage Is
Baptist Seminary. He has also
ten minutes. The judges will be not raised." Twice each week blood Is delivered
Jay Willoughby, star and gen- Paul Green, for final casting.
never taken from anyone who needs it himself. A
served as pastor of several Madiasked
to
consider:
appropriateness
physician
and registered nurses who have freely eral manager of "The Stephen
The preliminary auditions offer
to
hospitals
here
in
Madison
County.
This
priceless
son County churches.
of subject matter; originality; de- fluid comes from the Louisville Regional Blood Cengiven their time are always on hand.
Foster Story" will hold preliminary an opportunity for young artists of
James Jones, minister of music
velopment and organization of the ter, where it has been processed, typed, and preEvery blood donor will register, have his temthe community to be seen and
at the First Baptist Church, AtAll articles submitted for pub- subject; interpretation and presenperature and blood pressure taken, and then be auditions for singers, dancers and heard, with minimum expense,
lanta, Georgia, will be in charge lication in this year's edition of tation of thought; and delivery (ef- pared for shipment to hospitals in all sections of
actors
for
the
outdoor
drama's
examined
by
the
physician
to
see
if
he
should
give
prior
to the final auditions, an opthe state. of music for all the sessions. He Belles Letters should be in by fectiveness, voice, diction).
blood. Afterwards, the donor Is taken to a refresh- 1968 season next Wednesday, at portunity to gain experience, with
This center is sponsored by the State Medical
will also direct the masa choirs. next Friday, the deadline.
ment table where coffee, fruit juices, and donuts can « p.m. in the Stephen Foster Music salary, In the nationally famous
Contestants should use no notes Association, and the blood is distributed free to
Ronnie Wolfe, a senior at EastBelles Letters, a compilation of and limit quoted matter to ten counties which have kept up their number of donors
be enjoyed. The person who gives Insures his Building.
outdoor drama.
ern, is serving as general chair- student-written poetry and prose, per cent of the total word count. during
family and himself of getting quick and free transHe is searching for a new "Jean"The Stephen Foster Story" will
local drives that are held each year. The
man of arrangements for the Con- has been published annually on Copies of the manuscripts for the countiesthe
fusions if they are every necessary.
le With the Light Brown Hair" as run nightly (except Monday) with
that have lost this bloodmobile service have
feernce. Local committee chair- Eastern's campus for about 30 judge are not necessary. All a much different situation confronting them. When
Students and citizens have one more chance to well as fresh personalities for oth- matinee on Sunday from June St
men Include Bob Vickers, Larry years. It Is published by the Can- undergraduate male students in all blood is needed in a hospital under these circumskeep the local bloodmoble service. A new blood er roles in the cast, an understudy through September 1. in the amPacey, Carolyn Ann King, Charles terbury Club and sponsored by Dr. departments are encouraged to fill tances,
drive has been set for March 12 with hours of 11 for Stephen Foster, singers and phitheater on the grounds of "My
it must be obtained from the commercial
WeUs, Terri Groves, Janet Flsk, Byno Rhodes and Mr. Phillip Man- in an application blank with Mrs. blood banks. Here the prices are very high and
A.M. until 6 P.M. at the Richmond armory on dancers, male and female for the Old Kentucky Home" State Park
Kenton Mobcrly, Jerry Chase, Dick kin.
North Second Street. Cars will be furnished to take entire company.
in Bardstown.
Alexander, before the March 20 lifeblood may cost the patient up to fifty dollars a
Morris, and Roberta Cox.
Any student is invited to submit deadline. Other faculty members pint. These prices can run Into big figures when
students to the armory and return them to campus.
Last year James Johnson, a IMS
The winners of those preliminCo-ordinating the week-end ac- articles. They should be given to on the committee are Mrs. Pearl a patient has to pay for pint after pint of this fluid
Four names of persons who will receive $25.00 ary auditions will go to Bardstown graduate, and Dwight Getwood,
tivities will be Dwight K. Lyons, Dr. Rhodes, Mr. Mankin, or Melva Buchanan, Mr. John Leeson, Mr. that is needed in many operations.
Government Bonds will be drawn from the register March 16 where they will be judg- now a junior, were selected from
local Batplst student director, Dr. Groot, editor.
ed by the directors and the author, Eastern to stag in the play.
Joe Johnson, and Mr. Allen Brock.
The Red Cross blood program is open to all of donors.

Louisville Orchestra Plays Here;
Leon Raper Is Trumpet Soloist

Music Faculty

B Average Tea

Plays For

Is Next Week

Assembly

ota Choir
North Dakota

To Sing Moj)4ay Night

Eastern Plays Host
To Stage Skill Seminar

Baptists Arrive Here

For Spring Conference

Weaver Oratory

Contest Set

Blood Needed

For April 3

Blood Supply Is Necessary

For Red Cross

For The Saving Of A Life

Belles Lettres

Deadline Is

"Stephen Foster Story
Auditions Next Week

Next Friday
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Buildings Going Up.'

Campus Changes Startle Seniors
The recent groundbreaking for $7
million worth of new buildings caps a
total program which now totals about
$23 million being completed at Eastern,
the changes which are involved are especially startling to the average Eastern
senior who entered Richmond four years
ago.
In the fall of 1959, a freshman may
have taken an archery lesson in the cafeteria of Martin Hall. A wild shot with a
sturdy bow might have necessitated a
trip to the first floor of Matrox Hall to
retrieve an arrow. But now, an archery
lesson in the area would be impossible.
Agriculture maiors of '59 may have
rounded the cows from the parkina lot
or the faculty apartments and milked
them in Alumni Coliseum. But today,
Bossie has been moved to a remote part
of the campus that someday may be the
site of more buildings.
Four years ago. a freshman may
have played softball in the University
Building parkinq lot or sat under the old
oak tree in McSreaor Hall. He once
could run across the field to the baseball
field, but today, he must detour around
the %?. million model laboratory school.
Then he may have "sweated" the
classes in the music buildina, but today
he enjoys them in air-conditioned comfort. A walk throuoh the ravine was once
rather uneventful, but todav. the band
pavilion presents a striking change from
days qone by.
In '59 Comb< Hall w*s old Memorial
Hall which wa< famous for its rats and
run down condition. McGreqor Hall was
nothing mor« than tho »nd of the football field and Case Hall was three out

moded tennis courts.
Yes, the senior is awed by it all, but
as he becomes an alumni, his awe will be
even greater. As long as the supply of
students demand an education, then
Eastern and her sister institutions must
grow. Today, this is Eastern as we know
her; tomorrow will bring the Eastern that
is only a dream today.
—RW
A Lor Of Confusion

A New Game Hits Campus

Martin Hall students now have a
game that has become popular since the
beginning of the second semester. This
game is called "Find a Parking Space."
It usually is played around two hours
each evening from about 7 to 9. Some
have found it somewhat lets than entertaining while others have tailed to see
any fun in it at all.
There are some rules which the players of this game must follow: (I) The
.■fly BRENDA OWENS
Player must have an appropriate sticker
Feature Writer
Player must have ah appropriate sticker
The Eastern student body has an unobserved
benefactor. Once a week, representatives from
on his automobile window^ (3) Players each
class meet to discuss the problems harassing
must ndt park on the yellow lines; (4) the campus as a whole. Not only does the group
talk
about
the perplexing situations; it tries to deThe player must have a sense of humor;
termine ways to Improve them and from there, sets
(5) The player must be able to drive and up committees to get the Job done. This is Eastmaneuver an automobile with great skill; ern's Student Council.
Headed by President Bill Allison, the Council
(6) Any player who follows the above consists
of eight representatives from each class and
rules and does not find a parking space three other officers. In the position of vice-president
must park Some distance and walk back. is Bob Jury. Jo Ann Conley serve* as secretary and
Don Showalter, as treasurer. Ton Council has as
This game has gained in popularity its sponsors Mr. Gus Franklin and Dr. Charles P.
with the increased number of Cars which Ambi'ose.
Many oi the activities of the Council are unhas been concentrated on tne area. Most known
to the majority of students. These are hoped
of the players have found themselves in for accomplishments that, can come about only
the game whether they wanted to be 6r through tedious organization and tireless red tape
manipulation. In progress at the present lime are
not. Some who have foreign car's have committees to establish a Student Court and to infound that such vehicles are especially vesigate the quality and prices of food on campus.
Another committee (stemming from complaints of
Visitors Come
advantageous.
, .
Inconsistency in campus traffic regulations and enAfter five days of playing, the boys forcement) is concerned with providing the campus
with speed zone signs and crosswalk markings.
are usually relieved when the week-end Because
ihese require cooperation with seyeral busy
approaches. Then, fheVe are enough administrative offices, they cannot be accomplished
hi
a
day.
. - - -» ■
I ,
TM», week end, tatiern 4i'A] tdd i spaces for everyone iW-tye same lor *)nrj '■
two mote groups to its list of eonvjen- no One Seems interested in playing the
tibns. These two qroups, the Baptist game anymore. Besides the rise in sales
Student Unions of Kentucky and trie in the foreign car industry such a game
Ce'ntral Kentucky All Reqional Band may soon become a major sport. It may
and Chorus qrouo, will bring nearly even replace baseball as America's National Pastime.
seven-hundred visitors to our campus.
Baptist students numbering nearly
A "stay-at-home" attitude Is getting more and
more popular among young Kentucky achoolteachFor Hot Rods!
600 hundred will converge upon the
campus toddy to ijttrt a week-end
In fact, says Miss Louise Combs, .diretcor, of
Teacher Education and Certification foe the State
which will feature a basketball tournaDepartment of Education, the number of teachers
ment, ping pong tournament, a n d a
remaining In Kentucky to teach after college
Which
166S
cars
are
America's
all-around
top
graduation Is at its highest point ever.
choir festival. All these eveVtts will of- performers? ,
"Instead of going outside the state to find a
ficially be closed with a. banquet in the
Ford and Plymouth swept to two best-of-class
position," Miss Combs said, "many more young
cafeteria on Saturday niqht. Highlight- titles each, and Chevrolet and Pontlac to one each college graduates are choosing to stay at home in
In the just-concluded Pure OH Preformance Trials
Kentucky to teach now."
ing this affair will be Miss Kentucky of at Day ton a Beach, Florida.
,
A
big
field
of
57
cars
in
the
event
ranged
She attributes this increased interest to four
1953, Bill Wade, quarterback far the through all engine sizes from Detroit's biggest in
main factors:
Chicago Bears, Jim Jones, pastor of the Class 1 down through the compacts in Class 6. They
1. Higher salaries and benefits.
2. Better school buildings and facilities.
11 manufacturers,
, ,
First Baptist Church of Atlanta, represented
Ford lopped all competitors In the first two
8. An Improved public Image of the teaching
Georgia, Don Reece, missionary to Ni- classes with a pair of Galaxie 800a. Chevrolet's profession in Kentucky.
.,
Bel Air won Class 3, Plymouth Belvedere Class 4,
4. An atmosphere of progress In the state's
geria, and others.
Plymouth Valiant Class 6, and Pontlac Tempest educational system.
Musicians numbering two:hu'ndred Class 6.
Salary boosts for teachers since the advent of
The first public evaluation of new cars each the sales tax in 1060 have raised the average yearly
sixty will make Eastern their home on
wage
about fl, 100. The average salary this year is
year, the Pure Trials are a grinding 7-day test of
Friday and Saturday. A band group 6f combined
performance—economy, acceleration and 14,275, which la still $1,460 below the national
average.
one-hundred fourteen and a choral breaking—as well as endurance and reliability.
Kentucky has had a school building boom
entry must be an assembly-line product,
group of some one-hundred (fifty vVtll and Every
more than 16,000 man hours were consumed during the past three years. Since 1660, a total of
90
new
elementary and 28 new high schools have
perform. These musicians represent this year to make certain the cars were the same
as the ones available from neighborhood dealers. been built; additions have been made to 166
several high Schools frbm the Central Every
engine was stripped to the block and every elementary schools and 78 high schools; and imKentucky area.
part measured, weighed or otherwise offilcally provements made to 794 other school buildings. The
result of this has been to provide an additional
with precision Instruments.
Students and college officials have tested
The Trials were held at famed Daytona In- 3,683 classrooms for Kentucky school children.
Miss Combs noted that there is an Increase in
cooperated in seeing that both groups ternational Speedway. Entries' ended up In this
(first three places): CLASS 1— Ford, Ply- the number of men entering the teaching profession
have successful stays.
In rolling Out order
mouth. Pontiaa. CLASS 2—Fqrd, Plymouth, Pon- in the state. "Men can now earn enough teaching,
the welcome mat, Eastern has again tlac. CLASS 8—Chevrolet, Pontlac, Rambler. to support their families," she said.
4—Plymouth, Chevrolet, Ford. CLASS 6—
Public Image Up
added to its reputation of being "Ken- CLASS
"Along with salary Increases, an improvement
Plymouth, Buick, Oldsmobile. CLASS 6—Pontiac,
Rambler, Buick.
tucky's Convention Campus."
of the public image of the teaching profession has

Unobserved Benefactor

Student Council Explores Problems

Conventions Convene

The lli62-63 Council claims more than long
range projects, however. Two capacity crowds have
filled the cafeteria for Council sponsored dances.
One of ihese, held during homecoming week, has
taken the place of the overgrown snake dance.
Also during that week, the Council patrolled the
float construction areas to see that regulations were
enforced.
The protrait of Mozart now hanging in the
bookstore was arranged by Student Council. The
representatives felt that tribute should be paid to
Eastern's "canine about campus." They Also
wanted to let visitors and new students know that
Eastern's mascot by acclamation Is a recognized
part of our tradition.
. ■
A special service for the student body la the
semiannual book exchange. Introduced las' ■ year,
the exchange consist* of a listing system tor students who have books to sell. The elimination of
the middle man enables students to sell books profitably, yet buy them Inexpensively.
In order (hat the Council can learn of other
services the students need, suggestion boxas are
being placed in the Student Union Building, the
Administration Building, and Weaver, Health Building. Practical use of these can bring little known
problems lo the attention of the Council. .
The voice of Eastern's Student Council is not
boisterous or clamorous. For this reason, it Is
not always heard. It is, however, a steady, clear
voice dedicated to serving its campus with or
without recognition.

It Finally Happened!

Kentucky's Teachers Stay Hdttie

Top Cars Are Announced

been a factor In influencing many qualified teachers to atay in the State," she continued. "Youiut
people have a greater feeling of importance now
than ever before. Thene la a spirit of progress ifl
education systems In Kentucky todhy, and more
young men and women want to be a part of this
progress."
, .
.Miss Combs also estirnated that within four
years Kentucky will have enough .school teachers
with college degrees to fill all available positions
If the present salary level is maintained. She
based the estimate on the rate of increase of fully
qualified teachers during the past three years.
More teachers are fully qualified for their jobs
this year than ever before, Miss Combs stated.
An all-time high, 86 per cent, of all teachers In the
Commonwealth this year have college degrees.
"The increase in teachers with degrees has been
so great since 1960," she said, "that Kentucky is
now recognized as one of the nation's high-standard
states In teacher qualification."
Bats Battle Disease
Science Is turning to the.life of the bat In the
battle against disease. Bats are usually hard fighters against certain virus Infections that normally
kill other mammals. Virologists hope to discover
what makes them so resistant, then use the knowledge to develop a new disease-conquering serum
for humans.
VA Hospitals Cost
M
There are 169 Veterans Administration hospitals in the United States. Running their programs
cost U. S. taxpayers more than one billion dollars
In 1961.The average stay in one of these hospitals
exceeds 33 days, in contrast to a comparable average for private and community hospitals of 10.8
days.

The Rules Of The Game
■

Making, A Good Impression Takes Persistence
By RONNIE WOLFK
Editor-in-Chief
Collegians strive for several objectives when
they enter college, but at none do they work harder
than at making other people like them. Making a
good Impression has become so important that the
achievement of it Is worth any sacrifice.
.Dais Carnegie.has listed six ways that one can
influence other people. Mr. Carnegie la the author
of "How to Make Friends and Influence People"
and "How to Stop Worrying and Start Living." He
has recognised the Importance of thinking of other
people In order to experience a happy and contented

protected by an Invisible shield or steeped In flouristan can be the beginning of success for the person
who possesses it.
If smiling seems difficult, one should practice it.
If the sphincter muscles seem a bit stiff, then the
art of smiling has been lacking. Make up your
mind to smile, and after a while, it will come
naturally.
Remembering that a man's name Is to him the
sweetest and most important sound In the English
language Is rule number three. Most people don't
remember names because they don't take the time
and energy necessary to concentrate and fix names
Indelible In their minds. Many politicians have the
Rule one according to the author Is to become
motto: "To recall a voter's name is statesmangenuinely intersatad In other people. The insertion
ship. To forget it is oblivion."
*
of toe Word genuine makes this statement a bit
So whether the name be John Doe or
more difficult than It would seem at first. Doing Mlgeromunasdennesy Obbllstltch, it is Important to
thifln for other people which require our own time,
remember it.Nothing flatters one more than to have
•nAty, unselfishness, and thouglitfyllness is what
someone call him. by name. Men are so proud of
being genuinely Interested. And, doing
their names that they strive to perpetuate them at
does nqt come easily ., On* must he
all cost. Remembering a name and calling it Is a
to.think of others, but the rewards are
subtle and affective compliment, and the ability to
the tlrne spent In concentrated-effort. A do it la important to impressing others.
is tie second way to make people lnBeing a good listener and encouraging others to
tereeted. A clean wholesome smile whether it be
balk about themselves ranks fourth on Mr.

Carnegie's list. Sometimes being a good conversationalist is especially difficult. As Mr. Carnegie
says, "If you want to know how to make people
shun you and laugh at you behind your back and
even despise you, here is the recipe: Never listen
to anyone for long. Talk Incessantly about yourself. If you have an Idea while the other fellow is
talking, don't wait for him to finish. He Isn't as
smart as you. Why waste time listening to his
idle chatter: Burst right to and interrupt him In the
middle of a sentence. '
"The man you are talking to is a hundred times
more Interested In himself and his wants and his
problems than he is in you and your problems. His
toothache means more to him tluuv a famine hi
China that kills a million people. A boil on his
neck interests him more than forty earthquakes in
AfricaBeing a good listener la perhaps the most difficult of all rules. However, success at It can result In an uncanny ability to deal with people, *■•'.
such an ability Is what businessmen and others
want from college graduates.
Rule number five Is talk In term* <M the other
man's interests. If both parties of a conversation
had the idea that the other should do the talking,

the passage of words would be a bit meager. The
conversationalist who does the talking shows, real
skill when he can talk about something which
Interests his friend, it ha Insists on dwelling on his
likes and dislikes, then his words will be no .more
than hot air which according to the laws of physics
always rises.
Making the other person feel Important, and
doing It sincerely rates as rule number, six. It Is
perhaps Included Indirectly in. the previous . roles
and Is no more than a last resort. Phrases like
"Thank you," "You're so very kind," and "I'm
so sorry to trouble you" are courtesies which not
only make others feel important, but reveal good
training. "Talk to a man about himself," said
Disraeli, one of the shrewdest man who ever ruled
the British Empire, "and he will listen for hours."
These are the Carnegie rules for influencing
people. And, although they may possess a tint of
idealism, success is colored throughout them. Man,
a* C-.me^e sees him, needs friend^,. and these
Is nc -d friends. One may biiya friend 'Mb
money, but letalning him and malting him a Drue
friend cor.ies onlv with a cheerful giving of oneself
toward making the other person feel important In
the mase of life.

We the college students of today are the future parents, teachers,
educators and leaders of tomorrow. We will be the ones most affected by this very Important election In May. We are the ones who
will be responsible for its outcome, because we are in the majority.
Therefore we want this new administration to be in Kentucky's favor.
We wanl the candidate which will benelit Kentucky the most. Wc
want the one who will continue the many eoucaUonal advancements
which have been started by our present administration: one which will
continue to promote better conditions In Kentucky, lo make Kentucky
a belter place to live and to rear our families: one which will continue to make Kenticky progidss by the continuing of our much needed .highways, and by promoting more Industry in our state which
furnishes more jobs and better opportunities for our people.
Now, is the time to compare the two men seeking this position.
Don't wait until that special day in May when you receive your ballot
lo decide.
Do you wanl Kentucky's educational rating to drop back down to
the bottom of the list, or tc continue to grow like it has during the
past few years? Do you want our teacher salaries to be cut by the
abolishing of our much needed taxes, or to have these salaries continue
to.grow?-Do ycu want the expansion and improvements which are
now In process for all of our colleges and schools to stop?
. . We all know the answers to these and many more questions like
them.
We believe that there ts onjyone man who can, wants to, and will
continue.the many projects started in Kentucky. That man is none
other .than, Ned Brgathitt.
Mr. Brea\h|tt has hjng been a fighter for the betterment of education In Kentucky. ,% co sponsored the Minimum Foundation Program for.Education and was a..leader in the successful fight for its.
passing. He .ias steadfastly championed better schools for Kentucky's
children. He strongly supports the library and bookmobile program
which have bettered our state.
During l»ls opponent's past administrations, educational advancements were almost unheard of. Teachers salaries were very low. He
didn't seem lo think that these major things were of importance, nor
did be feel that advancements In our highway system were of any
importance. What few things done were for personal gain and satisfaction, and for a aelect group of friends and not for the betterment of
Kentucky and her pepole.
, A statement recently, made by Mr. Chandler, certainly tells ua
how, he faeip about Eastern Kentucky. In this statement he refeied
to the new Eastern Kentucky toll road, which we so greatly needed.
His statement went like this: "The road starts nowhere and it ends
nowhere." ■
When the votes are cast this May we should show him how many
Kentucky voters live In this vast area, which he refered to as
"nowhere," by casting our votes for the man best qualified to be our
Governor, 'Ned Breathitt '
I'll except my responsibility In May when I cast my vote for Ned
Breathitt for Governor knowing that he is the man best qualified, and
most Interested in helping Kentucky to continue to grow.
How are you going to cast your vote?
Bettye Jo Guthrls

{Author of "I -W$t* Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Lota s/ Uobie GMlis", tic.)

kAltTriTkE DEAN!
Today let its examine that much maligned, widely misunderstood, grossly overworked, wholly dedicated campus figure—
tiie dean.
..
The dean (from the Latin Deanere—to expel) is not, as many
think, primarily a disciplinary officer. He is a counselor ana
gu,ide,.« |inven and refuge for the troubled student. The dean
(from the (■reek Denriot—to skewer) in characterised chiefly by
sympathy, wisdom, patience, forbearance, and a fondness for
hotneiy pleasures like community singing, farina, spelldowns,
and Marllwro Cigarettes. The dean.TTcom the German Drariaemacht—io poop,a party),is fond of Marlbqroa for the same
reason that all men of goodjaMll are fond of Marlboros — liccause
Marlboro is an honest cigarette. Those good Marlboro tobaccos
are honestly good, honestly aged to the peak of perfection, honestly blended, for the beat of all possible flavors. Marlboro
honestly,comes in two different containers—a soft pack which
is honestly soft and a Flip-Top box which honestly nip*. You
too will flip when next you try an honest Marlboro, which, one
honestly hopes, will be soon.

hit I digress. We.Were learning how a dean helps poor,
-libled undergraduates-. To illustrate, let us take a typical
#e from the files of Dean »•>►/■ of the University of Y
jjh'l ray.bo ec,mtaterjous? The dean's name is Sigafoos and
Wise, kindly Dean Sigafoos was visited one day by a freshman named Walter Aguincourt who came to ask permission to
marry one Emma Blenheim, his dormitory laundress. To the
dean the marriage seemed ill-advised, for Walter was only 18
years old and Emma Was 91. Walter agreed with toe dean, but
said he felt obligated to go through with it because Emma had
ipvestod her life savings in, a transparent rainhood to protect
her frofn the miat at Niagara Fails, where they planned to spend
their honeymoon. If Walter culled off the wedding, what use
would the poor woman possibly have for a rainhood in Yutahf
The wise, kindly dean pondered briefly and came up with a
brilliant answer: let Walter punch holes in the back of Emma's
steam iron. With steam billowing back at the old lady, she
would find, a rainhood very useful—possibly even essential.
Whimpering with gratitude, Walter kissed the dean's Phi
Beta Kappa key and hastened away to follow his advice—acid
the results, I am pleased to report, were madly successful I
Today Emma is a happy woman—singing lustily, wearing
her rainhood, eating soft-center chocolates, and. ironing clothes
—twice aa happy, to be candid, than if she had married Walter
... And what of Walter? Be is happy too. Freed from his unwanted liaison with Emma, he married a girl much nearer his
own age—Agnes Yucca, 72. Walter is now the proud father—
stepfather, to be perfectly accurate—of three fine, healthy
boys from A*nes's 'first marrisige-Everett, 38; Wilhelra, 43;
and Irving, 09—and when Walter puts the boys an a lead and
takes them tor a stroll in the park on Sunday afternoon, you
may be sure there is not a dry eye in Yutah.
And Dean Sigafoos? He too is happy—happy to spend long,
tiring hours in his little office, giving counsel without stint and
without complaint, doing his bit to.set the young, uncertain
feet of his charges on the path to a brighter tomorrow.

Wt don't se» Marlaare is the damn of Klttr citmrettte. but
wt'ra aura Wt af fha head of the class. Get asm* toon—
whtrtttr cigarettes sre told in all Utt ttatet of the Union.
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"We Care For Your Heir"
DAVIS BEAUTY SALON
PH. 623-1200

ACROSS FROM SPECK'S
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SAMPLE SHOE CENTER
30% - 60% SAVINGS!

Mon. - Fri. — 8:30 to 5:30
Sat. — R:3Q to 8:30
RICHMOND'S LARGEST SHOE STORE
featuring

NAME BRAND SHOES
"WHEN YOU SAY FT WITH FLOWERS
it'S BEAUTIFULLY SAID"

KELLY'S FLORIST
823 E. Main

Phone 623-4998

Wa Now Have Rebecca Ruth Bourbon Candy.

CITY TAXI
Veterans Cab

Kentucky Cab

623-1400
24 Hr, Service
• T-i

WELCOME!
New Students and OH Friends — See Our
Complete Stock!
7

PRESCRIPTIONS
J COSMETICS & TOILETRIES
7 HALLMARK GREETING CARDS
J GIFTS
J

GAMES
J RECORDS

HINKLE fgH DRUGS
Ph. 623-5218

"Service to the Sick"

Sharon Martin Is Art Honoree
History Is
Second Major
Ed. Note - This is the first in a
series of articles on the members
of the lt«3 Milestone Hqnor Roll.
By EI4.EN BICE
Frugrca* Feature Writer
Sharon Martin, a senior from
Florence, has been chosen the
outstanding scholar in the Fine
Aits Department Sharon who is
an art and history major has a
standing of 2.38 which snows hard
work and d*ep interest in her
studies at Bastera.
Sharon, who is the second roember of her family to attend. Eastern, (a proud of her college and
grateful for the opportunities it
has offered her. She first visited
the campus between, her junloi and
senior year in high school while
her older broiher was a student at
Eastern. She ljked the friendly
atmosphere of the campus, and il
waa thijj visit which, resulted in her
decision to attend Eastern.
It was not until her second semester a,t Eastern that Sharon decided to major in art with, a second
major in history. Through the encouragement of Dr. Giles, head of
the Art Department, Sharon decided to m«Jqr In a subject which
previously had been a hobby. Because art was not offered In the
high school she attended. Sharon
had net had any formal art training before college. However, she
had paJnted and had an interest in
art throughout her 'high school
years.
Besides participating in campus j
art exhibits, Sharon has seived as
President of Kappa Pi. the art
honorary, and as a member of
Collegiate Pentacle, the senior
women's honorary, and Kappa
Delta Pi, the education honorary.
Art, naturally, is the major area
of interest In Sharon's life. Her
favorite type of art is the traditional form done In oil; however,
she enjoys getting "involved" in
modern art. She Is also interested
In art history which is the basis
for her sfudjr of history.
In addition to art and history,
Sharon enjoys historical novels,
musical comedies, horseback riding, and ballads. Her dislikes Include disorder! in ess and rock and
roll.
At the present Sharon is student
teaching and next week she will go
to Highlands in Fort Thomas
where she will complete her student teaching in the actual classroom. Her plans immediately following graduation will center in
this same area; she hopes to teach
art in a junior or senior high
school in northern Kentucky or
Cincinnati.
In the future, Sharon plans to return to graduate school and work
on her master's degree. Her
hopes also include a trip to Egypt
to study Egyptian art because it
fascinates" her.
Sharon is near the completion of
four years of success at Eastern.
The reason for her achievement
and the advice she gives to, her
fellow classmates are synonymous: "1. Have an Interest in
the chosen field of study 2. Plan
complete four years program 3.
Study thoroughly from day to
day."

Richmond, Ky.

33

55

And

Tire Balancing
"repairing a specialty"

Geo. H. West
Garage
North St.
Phone 623-2998

Casing The
Clubs
Conference Peatpoaes Council
Election**

The election of B. S. U. Executive Council members has been
postponed until next week.
All B. S. U. members will be involved In the State Spring Conference
this weekend. Baptist
students from several Kentucky
colleges will be in Richmond (or
Miss Martha Sue Wilson, freshthe Conference.
man Commerce major, will peiI'orni in an Organ Recital March
D8F Parties
12, 8 p.m.. at the Woodland ChrisThe Disciple Student Fellowship tian Church in Lexington. The rewill have a party this Saturday at cital is sponsored by the Lexing1:30 p.m. at the Woman's Clufc on ton Chaper of the American Guild
West Main. They sincerely hope of Organists and is an annual octhat everyone can come, for fun curance. Miss Wilson will play
is in store.
"Toccata on 'O Filie et Fillac" by
They also hope everyone will re- Lynrrwood Farnam. The. public is
member the Sunday morning invited.
church school at 9:15. morning
worship at 10:45, and the evening
SATURDAY RECITAL SET
fellowship at S p.m. Bring a
Nancy Sharp Hood will present
friend and come.
a voice recital Saturday at 3 p.m.
in the Foster Music Building. The
Wesley Hakes News
On Monday, February 25, Ricky recital will take place In room 300.
Tatum and Joyce McQueen gave a
discussion on the subject "Our
Purpose as College Students."
SHARON AND FRIENDS .
She>ron Martin, the first Honor Roll This was the first In a series of
winner featured in the Progress, ia an art major. She is pictured discussions to be given at Wesley
with a creation she made for a afopdeutting class. Blocks of wood meetings. The
discussion
last
are chiseled to produce various shapes.
Monday was given by Sharon
Burkhart and Max Lyles.
The Wesley meetings are held
Starts SATURDAY!
each Monday evening at 4:45 In
the Blue Room of the Student
CONNIE FRANCIS
Union Building. The public Is Invited to attend .
PAULA PRENTISS

Martha Wilson

To Give Recital

c.

c

AMPUSLALENDAK

SUNDAY, MARCH ID —
5:30 p.m.
Student Council

Room 201, S.U.B.

MONDAY, MARCH 11 —
Room 201, S.U.B.
12:40 p.m.
Newman Club
Women's Recreational Association
Little Qym
4:00 p.m.
Progress Staff
Room 5, Coates Bldg.
4:30 p.m.
Wesley Foundation
Blue Room
5:00 p.m.
Caduceus Club
Room 310, Science Hall
7:i8 p.m.
15th Annual B Average Reception
Walnut Hall
8:00 p'm.

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP

Little Theater
Student Devotions
Room 201, S.U.B.
Newman C|u^. ,
1?:40 p.m.
Room 101, Univ. Bldg.
Franklin County Club
5:00 p.m.
Room 201, S.U.B.
Junior Class. Officers
5:Q0 p.m.
Little Theater
Eastern Little. Theater
5:00 p.m.
Little Gym
Drum and Sandal
5:00 p.m.
Blue Room
Mathematics Club
5:45 p.m.
Room C, Coates Bldg.
Pi Omega Pi
6:00 p.m.
Dr. Murbach's Home
Le Cere'" Francais
6:13 p.m.
North Dakota State Univ. Choir Brock Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY. MARCH IS —
y
Assembly - East. Concert Band Brock Auditorium
10:10 *..m.
Nicholas J. Koenigstein, Conductor
Newman Club
Room 201, S.U.B.
12:40 p.m.
Collegiate Council of United Nations
4:00 p.m.
Room 103, Univ. Bldg.
Room 201. S.U.B.
Laurel County Club
5:00 p.m.
Room 108, Univ. Bldg.
Floyd Coiaity Club
5:00 p.m.
Room
16, Roark Bldg.
Canterbury Club
5:30 p.m.
Little Theater
Young Republicans Club
6:00 |'.'in
Room 201, S.U.B.
6:00 p.m.
Kyma Club
Blue Room
Accounting Club
6:00 p.m.
Room 111, Science Hall
Biology Club
6:30 p.m.
PEMM
Room 204, Weaver Bldg.
7:00 p.m.
Student Discussion Group
Room 201. S.U.B7:30 p.m.
OAKS
Room 111, Science Hall
8:00 p.m.

ROMANCE igr -r "**
HITS IMVUIMMF

"FLAT - TOPS
OUR SPECIALTY"
Underneath
GLYNDON HOTEL

TUESDAY, MARCH 12 —

V./T;

*r

■*> A**4rt»0*< t a»/r*XOlO*

Plus Feoturette!
'JACKIE KENNEDY'S
ASIAN TOUR"
In Color!

Luxurious Nylon Satin pajamas, touched with exquisite Ban Lon lace and
contrasting champagne
embroidery. In Whitegold,
Pink, Bhte, Blush.
Sizes: 32-40

12:40 p.m.

COEDS!
WANT SOMETHING
FOR CASUAL
SCHOOL WEAR?

MISSES
BLOUSES

Starts WEDNESDAY!

NOTICE
SENIORS!
Last Date for Ordering

Sewer Class
Rings
TO If DELIVERED BY
COMMENCEMENT, IS

MARCH 15TH.
Orders Are

WALT DISNEY'S
"SON OF FLUBBER"
wit*
Fred MacMurray
Nancy Olsen
j.

$5.98

ELDER'S

For a complete picture itery of your wedding

See Warren Brunner, Photographer I
Mattson Studio • Phone 986-4861 • Short St. • Berea, Ky.

Now Being
Taken for 1964
Graduates.

COLLEGE DRY CLEANERS

COLLEGE
BOOK
STORE

"For The Best Quality
In Dry Cleaning"
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
ALTERATIONS — REWEAVINe
109 N. 3rd
Phooo 623-5271

SALE!

SALE!

DERMA ERiSH MEDICATED HAND LOTION AND
ALBERTO VO-5 HAIR DRESSING. Reg. 1.49
NOW $1.10
LARGE RINSE AWAY & DERMA FRESH HAND LOTION.
Reg. $1.44
NOW $1.04
ALBERTO VO-S HAIR SPRAY & VO-5 CREME RINSE
Reg. $2.09
NOW $1.50
TUSSY CLEANSING CREME. Reg. $3.50
NQW 2.00—Urge
TUKY CLEANSING CREME. Reg- $2.00
NOW $1.25 StnoH

"SKiT^^

COLLINS DRUG

Ban-Lon

FULL.FA»MION«D •

AMERICA'S FAVORITE KNITSHIRT
You'll wear Puritan's Full Fashioned Ban-Lon» Broolwiew every
chance you get! Comfortable and masculine, 'it's kn'rt to fit of
100% Nylon Textralized yarns and Is machine washable and
dryable. Come in soon to see Ban-Lon Broorwiew by Puritan in
a dazzling array of handsome colors. Brookview, S-M-L-XL, S8.9*

BAXTER

mm

$225.00

Also $100 to 750
Wedding Ring
120.00

.. mo gift i

i
{
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BY JUDY MOODS — Clubs Editor

THURSDAY, MARCH 14 —
Little Theater
12:40 p.m.
Student Devotions
Newman Club
Room 201, S.U.B.
12:40 p.m.
Women's Recreation Association
Little Gym
4:00 p.m.
D. S. F.
Blue Room
5:00 p.m.
Wesley Foundation
Room 200, S.U.B.
6:00 p.m.
Church of Christ Students Room 22, Coates Bldg.
6:80 p.m.
Newman Club
Room 102\ Univ. Bldg.
6:30 p.m.
E.L.T. Presents "Under The Sycamore Tree"
8:00 p.m.
Little Theater
Men's Dormitory Council
O'Donnell Hall
10:10 p.m.
FRIDAY,'MARCH 15 —
„_._
12:40 p.m.
Newman Club
Room 201, S.U.B.
8:00 p.m.
E.L.T. Presents "Under The Sycamore Tree"
Little Theater
SATURDAY, MARCH 16 —
8:00 p.m.
E.L.T. Presents "Under The Sycamore Tree"
Little Theater

Front Wheel
Alignment

EASTERN PROGRESS

TK*VJfL. ALL-8
In iwg* «fr*M
rafllliDIa travel llMk.

McCord
Jewelry

Spring Fresh
Fashions
OUR LOW PRICE

I8C

SPECIAL!
SWEET SHOP
BREAKFAST
2 Strips Bacon, I Egg,
EVERY DAY
Toast, Jelly, Coffee

EVERY
WED. — FRI. — SAT.
Vi -Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries & Slaw

39c

79c

WHILE THEY LAST
AT

2ND AND MAW
RICHMOND. KY.

V

IN

Fl&

$T&T

COLONEL DRIVE IN
HOME OF

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
(COL SANDERS RECIPE)
NORTH AMERICA'S
HOSPITALITY DISH
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Doug's Sports Beat
with Doug Whitlock
Progress Sports Editor
'Cumulative final statistics show just how close
a winning season may be separated from a losing
0Dt

-

The Maroons finished their 1962-63 slate with
a 9-12 mark on the 21 game card. Season total
points show the opponents with a more 20 point advantage, 1686 to 1615, or an average of 77.9 points
per game lor the opponent to the Maroons' 76.9, a
one point per game difference.
Eastern scored 599 field goals in the course of
the season to the foes' 593, even though the opposition had the better percentage from the floor,
43.6 to 42 2.
By the same token, in the free throw dena-tment, where the Maroons' led percentage-wise.
75.6 to 88.9, the opponents hold a decided 449-417
advantage. The major reason being the 489-415
difference in personal fouls. The Maroons committed 74 more fouls than the opposition but only
one more Eastern player fouled out of a contest.
Thirty-one Maroons left the floor with five personals
to the opponents' 30.
Rebounding was perhaps the Maroons' strongest
point, next to free throw percentage, the 75.6 being
a new team record. Eastern gathered 1061 rebounds to the foes' 845, which will be good enough
to rank the locals among the top 20 rebounding
teams In major college standings. This works out
to a 50.5 to 40.2 per game average.
Ron Pickett, Jim Werk, and Rupert Stephens,
all seniors, were the top three scorers.
Pickett wound up the year with 356 points, good
for a 16.9 point per outing mark. Werk followed
with 281 pointi for a 13.4, and Stephens, the early
leader, finished with 270 for 12.9.
Sophomore Lee Lemos, who had his year hurt
with Injuries, also finished in double figures. The

former Campbell County ace, scored 189 points for
a 10.5 average. He missed three games, playing
in only 18.
Junior guard Herman Smith averaging 8.1 points
and senior forward Russ Mueller, 7.5, added balance
to the scoring attack.
Werk led all rebounders with 196. or 9.3 per
tilt, and Pickett was second with an 8.7 mean.
Lemos was in third spot with a 8.7.
A statistically sound team, in totals the 1962-63
version of the Maroons were inconsistent in season
performances, playing well below their capabilities
on occasion, and hitting their peak only once
against Moichead.
ALI'M.M t OIJSKI M WILL HOLD THE STUDENTS
Next season, for the first time since 1946, the
entire Eastern student body will be able to attend
a basketball game, upon tnc completion of Alumni
Coliseum.
The new stiucture. sealing an initial 6,500. with
room for 2.500 more seats, will hold more than the
student body, and still have room for reserve
ticket sales
Weaver C.ym seats 2,800 fans comfortably, with
another 200 able to squeeze in here and there. Of
this 2.800, 794 are sold to townspeople in the form
of reserved seals, leaving 1006 seats for the students.
Eastern's fall enrollment this school year was
4.269. meaning approximately one-quarter of the
student body could attend a game.
These fame 1006 seats became too few to seat
the students in 1946, when the enrollment took a
453 to 1.J94 jump from the previous year.
This water understands that not every student
is interested in basketball, or that all can come to
the games, but It seems that more than one out of
four would like to see a home game, next year
they will be able to.

Eels Blast

Swimmers To Compete In

Union Dolphins

Ky. Invitational Meet
Today and tomorrow the Eastern swimming team will be entered in the fifth annual Kentucky
Intercollegiate Swimming and Div-

YOUR GUIDE
TO

BETTER TV
AND

RADIO SERVICE
I Rate's TELEVISION
4P&VW SERVICE
422 N. 21? ST.

1-1540.

MADlsOK

it

KIRK'S TV &
RADIO SERVICE
—

;

Strsng Events
In the state
meet Eastern's
strong events will be the 1500 meter, 200 yard freestyle, 200 yard
individual medley, 1 meter diving, 200 yard backstroke, and the
400 yard free relay. Several of
the boys in these events have been
timed below the existing state records.
The Eels strength lies in their
freshmen. Due to a big recuiting
drive put on by Coach Combs this
summer the team has greatly benifited from the swimmers from
Chicago, Cincinnati, and Lexington.
Outstanding for the Eels this
year have been Jerry Slager, butterflyer; Gene Petit, individual
medley; Chuck Nordstrom, Phil
Stoffey, Phil Sanzone, and Rich
Detzel all freestylers. Other team
members are Jakie Blackburn,
Richard Sullivan, Jim Mitchell,
Jerry Alson, John Vetter, Tom
Baechle, John Warren, Dan Morris.
Coach Combs Is looking for big
results this weekend and urges
students to come to Barbourville
and help Eastern bring home the
crown.

Schilling's
STANDARD
Service Station

EASTERN
KY- STATE
COLLEGE

*tt N. 2nd.

i ing Championships at Union College in Barbourville, Kentucky.
I The defending champions are the
, Catfish from the University of
I Kentucky. This is the second
time they have had the title. The
first champion was the Eastern
Eels. The
successive
winners
were
University of Kentucky,
Louisville, and Union.
Eastern is
favored at the
present because they have defeated every team in the state this
year and hold double victories over
! Morehead and Union. They have
' compiled a 10-2 record for the
year with their only setbacks coming from Vanderbilt and Georgia
Tech. Their out of state victorias
have come over Emory University
and Tulane University.

Dial 623-1540

The Eastern Eels traveled to
Union College Saturday afternoon,
set five pool records and defeated
the Dolphins 60-35, all without
the services of four swimmers and
their coach, Donald Combs, who
were ill.
Captain John Vetter took the
helm and successfully guided them
to their 10th victory.
Big men for the Eels were Chuck
Nordstrom and Gene Petit. Each
captured 11% points and a pool
record to lead the scoring for the
day. Nordstrom, an import from
Chicago, placed first in the 200yard freestyle and the 200-yard
backstroke while Petit, a product,
of Lexington Catholic, won the
200-yard individual medley and
the 100-yard freestyle. Both men
were members of the winning 400yard freestyle relay.
This was the last dual meet of
the year for the Eels and left their
record at 10-2. This Friday and
Saturday they will compete with
Morehead, University of Louisville,
University of Kentucky and host
Union In Barbourville for the Kent u c k y Intercollegiate swimming
and diving crown. Coach Combs
said the strongest teams will be
Louisville and 'UnTonT""~However,
the experts rate Eastern as the
team to beat.
Leading the attack for Eastern
will be Jerry Slager, Phil Sanzone, Petit, Nordstrom and Sammy
Morris, the state diving champ.
400-yard medley relay: 1. Eastern (Stoffey. Beckley, Slager and
Mitchell). 4:25.8.
200-yard freestyle: 1. Nordstrom (E); 2. Sanzone (El; 3.
Moldenhauer (U). -2:07.8. (Pool
record).
50-yard freestyle: 1. Swenk (U);
2. Detbel (E); 3. Razor (U). :24.8.
200-yard Individual medley: 1.
Petit <E>; 2. Juhaaz (U); 3. Vetter (E). 2:24. (Pool record).
200-yard butterfly: 1. Slager
(E); 2. Lloyd (Ul; 3. Newbert
(U). 2:34.5. (Pool record).
100-yard freestyle: 1. Petit (E);
2. Razor (U); 3. Detzel (E). :55.0.
200-yard backstroke: 1. Nordstrom (E); 2. Stoffey (E); 3.
Moody (U). 2:25.9.
500-yard freestyle: 1. Sanzone
(El; 2. Vetter (El; 3. Moldenhauer (U). 6:09.3. (Pool record)
200-yard breaatstroke: 1. Swenk
(Ul; 2. .luh.is/. (U); 3. Slager (E).
2:35.7. (Pool record).
400-yard freestyle relay: Eastern (Mitchell, Detzel. Petit and
Nordstrom). 3:51.3. (Pool record).
Diving: 1. Lawson (U); 2. Conley (U); 3. Morris (E).

PURKEYS

Phone
623-9944

OPEN DAILY TIL

FOOD
MARKET
10 P.M.

Richmond, Kentucky
3rd and Main

Park Free While Toa Shop!

BOWLING

Maroons Bump East Tennessee On Road;
Lose Home Finale 96-78 To Louisville
Knock Bucs

Weaver Gym Goes

From Lead

Out On Sour Note

Eastern's Maroons disrupted the
Ohio Valley Conference basket-1
ball race for the second time in,
four days Saturday when they
beat league-leading East Tennessee, 77-67, in Johnson City.
East 'Tennessee was leading the I
loop with a 7-3 loop slate, ahead,
of Morehead and Tennessee with
8-4 marks. The loss dropped the
Bucs one-half game behind the
Eagle duo with one game remaining.
Morehead and Tech have
completed their OVC schedules.
Last Tuesday night the Maroons
dropped Morehead from the lead
with a 101-84 blasting, and earlier
in the year • handed Tech two of
its four losses.
The East Tennessee battle saw
the score tied 13 times and the
lead exchanged hands eight times.
Eastern, after leading for the
first ten minutes of the opening
half, fell behind by one, 22-21, on
a Les Phillips hook shot with 9:69
remaining.
Rupert Stephens promptly regained the advantage with a pair
of gratis tosses, Mai Roberts sent
the Bucs back on top with a Jump
shot and Bob Tolan put the Maroons into the lead with a layup
before Eastern could regain the
lead for any length of time.
Burs Led At Halftone .
East Tennessee knotted the score
again at 33-33 with 2:59 left to go,
but did not regain the lead until
only :54 seconds remained, 40-39.
The Bucs led 42-39 at the half.
Russ Mueller gave the lead back
to the Maroons in the opening min- REBOUNDING REDBIRD . . . Louisville's Bill Akridge goes up for
utes of the second period, 45-44. the rebound in Wednesday night's 96-78 loss to the Cardinals. Maroon
The duo battled on even terms for center Ron Pickett, 42, appears to be applying a hammerlock to
the next eight minutes, tying the Akridge as Cards John Reuther, 25, and Jadie Frazier, 14, look on.
score six times, before Eastern
took the lead for good at 60-58
on a layup by Kay Morris with
9:40 left.
The Maroons then zoomed to an
The intramural basketball teams and Pennington 12 points
eight-point advantage, 68-60, at have started on their first round of
Martin-North 2nd Braves B —
4:34.
play. The following are the reBast Tennessee battled back sults of the first games, the high 50, Sanders with 19 points
Keith 1st Reds C — 63, Stapleton
within four at 76-66, but committed point man on each team, and the
four fouls In the last minute of number of points each made:
with 24 points
play in attempts to gain the ball,
McCreary B-3 Royals — 32, Eads
Telford Falcons — 34, Layman with 12 points
enabling the Maroons to build their
with 14 points
nine-point winning margin.
Miller Gators B — 30, Bryant
Ron Pickett, Eastern pivot man,
O'D 1st Senators — 2T, Tatum with 10 points
led all scorers with 26 points on with 9 points
After the second week of bowl10 fielders and six gratis tosses.
Keith 3rd Eagles — 64, Stephen- ing, the Colts of Martin East secHe was followed in Maroon scor- son with 21 points
ond hold the high average of 1,445
ing by Rupert Stephens with 13,
O'D 2nd Tigers — 40, Blakeman for a three-game series in the Naand Jim Werk, Lee Lemos and I with 13 points
tional Intramural Bowling on MonRuss Mueller, all with 10, to place
Beckham B - 4 Pioneers — 88, day afternoons. The high indivifive Eastern cagers in double fig*| #Jrg with 17 points
dual game was bowled by R.
ures.
Mattox 4th Hawks — 60, South- Smith with a score of 203.
Phillips and Houston tied for worth with 17 points
For complete results of InBuc scoring honors with 17 each,
Miller Gators A 28, Cobb with tramural sports, watch this section
followed by Willie Malone with 16 points
of the Progress.
12, and Roberts with 10.
O'D 4th Badgers — 37, Meyer 12

I-M Basketball Results

Tennis Tryouts Set
A student who wishes to try
out for Eastern's varsity tennis
team should contact Coach Roy
Davidson at the courts after
3:30 p.m. any afternoon, or at
the athletic office.
Freshman students are eligible.

BE SAFE
BE INSURED
With

16 and Werk's 12. Mueller led
Eastern rebounders with nine, and
Pickett had eight.
Frazier led the Cards, and all
scorers, with 24 points. He was
followed by Hawley with 19, John
Reuher had 18, and Dick Peloff
11. Reuther Is only the second
Louisville sophomore ever to score
in excess of 400 points in varsity
play.
Eastern: Stephens 6. Werk 12,
Mueller 8, Lemos 19, Pickett 16,
Smith 7, Tolan 8, and Bradley 2.
Louisville: Akridge 8, Hawley
19, Frazier 24, Peloff 11, John Reuther 18, Joe Reuther 6, Rooks 6,
White 2, and Hall 2.

Trackaters 2nd
In U. K. Meet
Eastern's thinclads gained a
third place tie In the Kentucky Indoor Track Meet held in Lexington's Memorial Coliseum Saturday.
The Maroons tied with the University of Kentucky forsh with a
total of 15 points.
Kentucky State's powerful trackmen was an overpowering first
place, and Western, who took only
three men to the competition captured second.
Maddox Win* Shot
Larry Maddox, Eastern weight
man, gained the only Maroon first
place. He won the shot put with
a heave of 47 feet, 11 inches, very
good for this early date. .
Ernie Dalton was second In the
broad jump, falling short of his
leaps in practice, which have been
exceeding 23 feet handily, and
Larry Gammon took second In the
high Jump with an effort of over
6-1. This time last year the OVC
champ was jumping 5-11.
Coach Don Daly calls the performances of Dave Westfall in the
600 yard run and Larry Whalen in.
the 1000 yards "very promising."
Whalen was barely beaten by
U.K.'s sophomore flash Gallagher
In the 1000.

KUNKEL'S Service Station
12t0 WEST MAIN

Phone 623-4294

LUCKY I. D. NUMBERS
ARE BACK!!
BEGINNING WITH THIS ISSUE

John Hancock
Mutual Life
Insurance Co.
ESTATE ANALYSIS
PENSION PLANS
LIFE INSURANCE ESTATES
BISINBSS INSURANCE
GROUP INSURANCE

SEE

William K. (Ken)
McCarty
C. L U.
Your Campus
Representative.
Don't Say, "Jolly Mancock"
Say.
"(icuid Oh-' John Hancock"

AT

MAROON LANES
IS

The University of Louisville's re,
surgent Cardinals ended the Weaver Health Building's 32-year career
on a sour note Wednesday night
handing the Maroons a 96-78 defeat in both teams' final.
The Cardinals hit 36 of 56 field
goal attempts for a blazing 64.2
per cent of their firing, and hit a
lower percentage (63.2) of their
fiee throws on 24 of 38.
Eastern did not have a bad offensive statistical showing, but the
Louisville shooting display was
overpowering
The Maroons hit 44.8 per cent
of their shots from the field on
80 of 67, and 64.3 of their free
throws on 18 of 28.
Eastern out rebounded the taller
Cardinals 42 to 40, and committed
three more fouls, 23-20.
Louisville Explodes
After a very close first half
Louisville blew the game wide
open In the opening four minutes
of the second.
Paced by Ron Hawley and Jadie
Frazier the Cards built their 88-34
halftime lead to a 53-39 margin
With 16:20 remaining to be played.
Louisville took its first 20-point
lead at 70-50 with 9:58 to go on a
foul shot by John Reuther.
The Maroons fell behind by 21
at 87-68 with 3:06 remaining and
pulled within 13, 87-74 with only
1:22 left on the clock.
The first half was an entirely
different matter. The score was
tied six times in the opening period
and the lead exchanged hands ten
times.
The Maroons held their longest
lead of the game at 80-27 with
8:48 left in the half on a 20 foot
jump shot by Lee Lemos.
Louisville regained the lead for
good on a Hawley jumper at 31-80
with only 1:50 showing and stretched to a 38-34 halftime margin.
Four seniors played their last
game for the Maroons in the battle. Russ Mueller and Jim Werk,
forwards, Rupert Stephens, guard,
and Ron Pickett, center bowed out
before the 8,000 turnout.
Lemoa Leads Maroons
Sophomore
forward-guard Lee
Lemos led all Eastern scorers with
19 points, followed by Pickett with

EXCITING!

OPEN BOWLING — DAYS, NITES
AND WEEKENDS • FREE BUS
SERVICE FOR —
COLLEGE CLASSES AND
INTRAMURAL LEAGUES!

THE SOUTH'S FOREMOST CLOTHIERS,
IS CONTINUING THEIR

LUCKY I. D. NUMBER
Each Week an I.D. Card Number of Some Lucky Eastern Student will be Hidden in the Progress and also
Posted At
On Main Street In Richmond. The Lucky Student Will

RECEIVE A $ 1 0 GIFT CERTIFCATE
Don't forget to look for your number this week and
every week throughout the semester.
GOOD HUNTING!
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• VrUSy, MmrOt'H:\9K-

Navy Group

Orchestra

To Repitfl

Play's Here

(Continued from Page I)
In addition to regular concerts
primarily for adults, the Orchestra
plays concerts for students, with
shorter classical works emphasiz■fhe team will be located in the
ed to give young audiences the
Student Union buBdlni front 1Q
wi.iest possible acquaintance with
am to 4 p.m. daily to discuss the
a variety of composed s music.
various programs leading to a
The State funds have been careNavy commission.
fully budgeted to cover An even
All senior men and women, and
broader program of services than
those underclassmen who Intend to pptIN TO U'NA . . . The Collegiate Council for
Jin Kim. rponsot. Mike Morrissey, Cecilia Akin and JUst the conceits.
Tom Coqej, represemmg Pa>lfa>i, a^ ^oyAkeVi,
retnuin in school and graduate, are the United Nations leaves Wednesday to participate
The cultural project also InInvited to stop by and see the In the annual intercollegiate model United Nations
Yvonne Mason Michael O. Cbfjey, and Lois Camp- cludes
twelve
appearances
team.
bell, representing Malaya.
assembly. Shown from left to right are: Mr. So
throughout the State of1 the Louisville string i} mi it el. made u}> of
top string players from the OrchesVISIT OUR NEW SALON . . .
tra, playing educational "Introduction to Music" programs in schools
And Let Us Create A New Hair Style for You.
and formal chamber music concerts.
A services of half-hour tape-recorded broadcasts of music by the
Phone 623-1777
Across from College Cleaners
Orchestia, narrated b^ Conductor
Whitney were made by the Orchescy police (dree
By ORRAM) MARRZ
tra. Last year these were carried
ProjrreiM Staff Writer
by It different radio stations In the
the U..N.
Seven members of Eastern's ColState.
- 61 tt> ••oretyrllegiate Council (or the United- Nations will attend the Little United
Development of Uwfcrdev.tofed,
Nations assembly at Indiana University, Bloomington. Ind. next nations
The committees. In the L.U.H
Wednesday, March 13 through Saturday, March 16. They will be accompanied by Mr. se Jin Kim.
W&o la faculty advisor of the chip.
Administrative
arid
The students are divided into
two delegations, each represent- Committee
Bach student delegate will serve
ing a country in the United Na.jiona—Malaya, and Pakistan.. In on one of these committees. The
this mock U. N., the students will first two days of the conference
President Robert ft. Martin is
represent the policies of the coun- win be spent In committee meetings and the last day will be in Serving on a college evaluation
try they represent.
The Pakistan delegation is com- the General Assembly Where the committee at East Carolina College, Greenville, North Carolina,
posed of: Tom Coffey, President resolutions will be presented.
Eastern's chapter of the CCUN this week. Dean W. J. Moore will
« CCUN; Mike Morrissey, and
Cecelia Akin. Tom Coffey will be was organized for the first time serve on a similar team tor Austin
this year, tt is a campus organi- peay State College, Clarksvllle,
Head Delegate.
The delegate for Malaya will zation having regular meettngs. Tennessee, March 31-Aprll 3.
Both schools are currently underRay Akers. Lois Campbell, The purpose of the ck* Is to help
Mason, and Mike Coffey. students to broaden their under- going thorough studies In which
they
will be evaluated for aceredlera will head this delega- standing of the world and, events
ana sRuatioTBi confrontlnfl; the tion. The evaluation, teams are
composed of members of the Na■ in the U.N., these students
The students who will attend the tional Council for Accredlation b(
resehtatives will submit varFree Delivery
■ issues and resolutions in their L.U.N- were chosen from the club Teacher Educatittn.
7 A.M. to *V.M.
Dr. Martin and Dean Moore
General Assembly.
on the basis of academic standing
were appointed to the teams by
Some of the areas in which res- ahd 'Interest »> tbeV.tf.
Dr.
Earl Armstrong. Executive
olutions. «rtU be suggested by the
DIAL
Secretary of NCATK?
delegates are:
Disarmament and arms control
Accused bank robber Albert
Peaceful uses of outer space and FOUND: One pair of bttocita Nussbaum is alleged to have parin front of Bumam Hall. They
atomic energy.
ticipated in robberies netting more
may be claimed, In Mr. Ralph
$160,000 during the past 18
Cohley's office in the Ault Main- than
months. Yet, at the time Of his
tenance Building.
capture by FBI agents the fugitive
had only *2 in cash.
Typewriters—Adding Machines—Calculators
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL
Mar. 1. 196&—Would you like to
work at a Swiss resort, a NorweAll Makes and Models • Used Machines
gian farm, a German factory, a
Member:
105 E. MAIN
DIAL 623-4254 construction site in Spain, or a
Associated Collegiate Press Association
summer camp in France? Thous*
Columbia Scholastic Press Association
ands of paying summer jobs (some
Kentucky Press Association
offering $190 monthly) are available in Europe to U. S. students.
Represented for national advertising by
The American Student InformaMational Asfr—SsMm eWvloe, Inc.
tion Service, celebrating its 6th
ly Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky State College
Anniversary, will award TRAVEL
had weekly throughout the school year, except for exGRANTS to first ,1800 applicants.
amination periods and holidays, by the authority of the Board o*
For
20-page
Prospectus,
com218 WEST
plete selection of European Jobs Student Publications at Eastern Kentucky State College, and under
Just Around the Corner from Court House
and Job Application (enclose II the general management of DOB Feltner, Director, Division of
for Prospectus, handling and air- Publicity and Publications.
SPECIALIST IN MOTOR TUNEUP, CARBURETOR
mail reply) write, naming your
Entered as Second Class matter at the Poet Office in Richschool, to: Dept. R, A SIS, 22 Ave. mond, Kentucky.
AND IGNITION WORK, ALSO
de la Libert*. Luxembourg City,
TRANSMISSION AND GENERAL REPAIR.
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. The
THE STAFF
Bandy Wilson, Joy Graham Sandra Murphy, Ellen Gray
first 8000 inquiries receive a $1
"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"
coupon towards the purchase of the Rice, Don Coffey, Sandy Ooodlett, laid Fuller, Tom Norman, Mary
DIAL 623-4434
new student travel book, Earn, Jane Mullins, Pam Oliver, Beverly Gillis, Judy Drlskel), Ron Walke,
Gene Maerz, Nell Lovett and Morris Nlles.
Learn A Travel In Europe —Adv. Wayne Cabral,CIRCULATION
AND PHOTOGRAPHY
Bobby Casey
Circulation, Manager
Mike Coers
—.
Staff Ptwographei
Photography for the Progress Is under the direction of
• Mr. George Lyon.
A U.S. Navy Officer Procurement team fiom I-ouisville will
▼lilt the campus March 26 to discuss career opportunities In the

Eastern'* CCUN Mw^
To Leave For LUNA

Fashion Flair Beauty Salon

Madison National lank

Pres. Martin

Richmond, Ky.
Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

On Cofege
Judging Team

BURP'S DRUG STORE
Welcomes E.K.S.C. Students!

MARTIN tlAIX CHORUS SINGg . . . Between
halves' of the Eastern — U. of L. game, the Malrin
Hall Chorus presented "Massa Dear" from Dvorak's
"New World Symphony" and led the spectators In

singing "Auld Lang Syne" for the last gam* In the
Weaver Health Building. Leadtng the chorus is Mr.
Don Hendrlkson.

Kentucky Epidemic Is Asian Flu
The Kentucky State Health Department has made it official —
the sickness that has affected
some 75,000 KefitucKlans during
the oast few weeks Is Asian Flu.
Here at Eastern, the flu
."epidemic" I" "» the wane,
according t° coUege phyalctan
Dr. Hugh Maliuffey. Although
at one time a majority of students bad either a oetd or a
mild caw of the flu, no serious
compllralloBs developed In any

student.
As the disease takes two
weeks to diagnose correctly,
whether Kastern's tin In Asian
or not Is still undetermined.
The maiaay usually starts with
a headache. Other symptoms are
general body aches, temperatures
of 100 to 104 degrees, a feeling of
llstlessness, and a short period of
severe sickness. Best treatment.
Health Department officials say,
Is to stay In bed. drink warm llq-

. ulds and follow physicians' advice.
Asian flu victims are particularly susceptible to pneumonia Which
is probably more dangerous than
the flu Itself. A total of., five
deaths In the state have been attributed to Asian flu So far., the
Department reported.
Counties hardest bit by the virus
recently and number of cases reported are: Boyd, 3,120; Boyle,
1,258; Campbell, 1,067; Cfcrlsttan,
2.176; Hardm, 1,100; Kentbfl. 2,0*0;
LaRue, 1.020; and Magoffln. l.rOO.

PENNEVS

tfMW

JOBS m EUROPE

EASTERN PROGRESS

H. RUSSELf BA^UrlSSi 6M-4799

LANTER MOI

MPANY

RICHMOND
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

RICHMOND

DRIVE IN THEATRE
* MI. SO. ON U.S. 25
NEAR B.G. A. D.

"School and Office Supplies"
O

South Third Street

Richmond, Ky.

Phone 623-4365

—SATURDAY—
Double Feature!
[THE'PILLOW
TALK" GIRL
AND 'THE
APARTMENTMAN!

Welcome students and faculty to Richmond's
newest, most modem drug store.
We offer the most complete lines in cosmetics,
notions, cigars and tobacco, magazines, toiletries for
men and women, and of drugs ami; medications.
DELIVE

^7M

M

*M!

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON
Permanent Waving, Manicuring. Fretting.
All type beauty service.
HOW. Irvine
Phor

Last 2 Days!!
Towncraft
dress shirts

THE GLYNDON HOTEL
THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE IN RICHMOND
Rooms include Television, Telephones, Air
Conditioning and Room Service.

QKD

STORE

110
HHAAVt

Lucky I. D. Number Is 4752

DINING ROOM: ALSO FREE PARKING FOR GUESTS

RICHMOND.

KY.

STATE BANK AND
TRUST CO,
Richmond, Kentucky

—

AISO

—

ROBERT STACK
DOROTHY MALONE
"THE LAST VOYAGE"
*. Color!
SUNDAY ONLY!
Movie Starts 7:15 P.M.
rrsWHUuKl

reduced!

EASTERN BARBER SHOP
"Your Type of Hair Cut
Is Our Specialty"

Regu|ar3.25, 2.98—

MR. BROWN & LONNIE NAPIER
ARE READY TO SER^E TOO!
NEW LOCATION!
NEXT DOOR TO A&P
EAST MAIN STREET

SNAP MIS

Hi

Combed cotton oxfords, ^
broadcloths . . . plma cotton
broadcloths! Get deep cut
yokes, graduated body
lengths.

Regular 3.98
BUTTON DOWNS

Luxury 2 - ply pima NOW
cotton broadcloths, *
oxfords . . . easy-care
Dacron polyester 'n
combed cotton super
broadcloths.

Jfcfar^

3*10

"Figure On Banking With Us"

DURON'S

2 Convenient Locations — Main St. end Big Hill Ave..

Phillips 66 Service Station

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Newest and Most Modern Service Station in
Madison County.

NECKTCS FOR SPRING

Mechanic On Duty

Stripes, underknota, aolids, all over patterns . . . popular fabrics, colors!

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

Phone 623-9982

LOCATED NEXT TO JERRYS ON U. S. NO. 25
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WOn POINT!
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The Alumni Keep Moving
This week's alumni is one of the busiest groups on record. Gra- been asked to collaborate on comduates are either receiving: Ph. D's, getting promotions, marrying, pilation of a reference book on
serving Uncle Sam, or teaching. Each week, the Alumni Office re- physical education. Miss Whalin
ceives such report* from former students who have taken their place is chairman of the girls' Physical
Education Department at Laguna
In some occupation around the world.
High School, Laguna Beach, CaliClyde F. Parrish, '89, received
his Ph. D. degree in physical the campus for a visit recently. fornia.
She will be collaborating with
chemistry from the University of He has accepted a position as comLouisville this past June. Dr. merce teacher at Wllllaburg High Dr. George Pearson of the UniParrish accepted a position with School, WtUisburg, Ky. His ad- versity of California at Riverside,
the Dow Chemical Co. In Midland, dress Is Lincoln Hotel, Springfield, and Dr. Ben Miller of the University of California at Los AngelMich.
Ky.
es, President-elect of the National
Dr. and Mrs. Parrish have a
Harlan Johnson, *06, Is executive Association for Health, Physical
new son, Clyde F., Jr., born on head of the South Lebanon Local Education, and Recreation. Miss
June 10. Their address is 2412 School, South Lebanon, O. Mrs. Whalin will present a research
Damman Dr., Apt. 102, Midland, Johnson, '56, teaches the fifth paper at the AAHPER Southwest
Mich.
grade In the same school. Their District Convention in Long Beach,
Miss Betty Thomson, '59, Is daughter, Charlotte, is a freshman California, April 5-9.
teaching the 1st grade in the at Eastern. Mr. and Mrs. JohnAmerican Elementary Schools In son reside at Turner Drive, M. R.,
Baumholder,
Germany. She Lebanon, O.
Mrs. Robert B. Bird, "51, is
spends her week ends and holidays
traveling through Europe sight teaching the fifth grade at Elkhorn
seeing. She may be addressed School in Franklin County. Her
Baumholder American Elementary husband is judge of the Court of
of
Kentucky.
Their
Schools. APO 84, New York. N.Y. Appeals
Miss Christine Faris, '39, is back daughter and son-in-law, also stuteaching in Kentucky after nine dents of Eastern, Barbara and
years as supervising teacher at Harold W. Pennlngton, have a new
Eastern
Michigan
University, baby boy named for his father,
Ypsilanti, Mich. She is teaching born on Sept., 28. Judge and Mrs.
Home Economics at McCreary Bird live at 119 Rlngo Avenue in
Frankfort.
County High School.
Mrs. Velma Hammonds SimpGrant H. Bales, '59, has accepted
a new position and moved to Ten- son, '60, Is teaching at Lancaster
nessee. He is employed with the High School. Her daughter, Mrs.
Hartford
Insurance
Company Harriett S. Ray, is a Junior at
group as Claims Manager for West Eastern and her son, Stephen
Tennessee. Mrs. Bales was the Scott, is a sophomore at Lancaster
former Mary Ruth Childers, '56. High.
Dr. Morris Garrett, '41, has been
With their daughter, Tomi Louise,
2, they live at 53 Alta Vista Dr., chosen Campbell County Man of
the Year for 1962 by past comJackson, Tenn.
Eugene Dohoney, '53, was named manders of Newport Chapter 37,
this year Instructor in business Disabled American Veterans. Dr.
education In the University of Cin- Garrett, 128 Riverside Kkwe., Ft.
cinnati's two-year University Col- Thomas, was chosen Man of the
lege. He received his M. A. de- Year for hla work in the polio
gree at Eastern In 1960. He also vaccine program In Northern Kenhas an associate of arts degree tucky, In which he served as Cofrom Lindsey Wilson College, Col- chairman for the three separate
drives and his service with civil
umbia, Ky.
Formerly Dohoney taught bus- defense in the tri-county area. He
iness education in high school at is president of the Northern KenJames Dale Zoeller, a sophomore
Columbia and Owensvllle, O. A tucky Medical Society. He will be Industrial arts major, has been
veteran of the US Navy Reserve, honored at a dinner In June when selected as this week's outstanding
he lives at 536 Lila Ave., Milford. he will be presented with a Na- cadet.
Edward Gabbard, '46, has been tional DAV scroll.
Cadet sergeant Zoeller was a
Army Capt. Ronald L. Coffman, 1960 graduate of Cincinnati's Deer
promoted to Vice President of Mc28,
whose
wife,
Doris,
lives
at
400
Clure Park, Inc., which is Purdue
Park High School where he was a
University's Industrial Research Clay Dr., Richmond, Ky., recently member of the Student Council and
Park In West Lafayette. Ind. His was assigned to the Army element Chess Club. Zoeller is a represenaddress is 205 Pawnee Dr., W. of the Military Assistance Advis- tative of Company "C" and is a
ory Group (MAAG) in Vietnam, as member of the Pershing Rifles.
Lafayette.
Dr. Paul D. Brandes, '42, is Pro- an advisor.
In winning: this week's honor,
MAAG, Vietnam, is an Army- Cadet Zoeller showed an awarefessor of Speech and Director PerNavy-Marine-Air
Force
organizasuasion Laboratory, at Ohio Uniness of army fundamentals and a
versity and lives at 20 Northwood tion which advises the Armed very neat apperance.
Drive In Athens. He received his Forces of South Vietnam on trainIn winning Cadet of the Week
M. A. and Ph. D. degrees from ing and the use of equipment, as honrs, Zoeller had stiff compewell as tactical combat operations. tition from
the University of Wisconsin.
runner-up Ronald
Captain Coffman entered the Walke, a freshman from PalntsPfc. Lonnle Walden, '60, on his
Army
in
June,
1966
and
was
last
way to a new assignment stopped
ville.
Kentucky. Cadet
Walke
by to bring his alumni member- stationed at Fort Sill, Okla.
showed an outstanding knowledge
The captain is a 1952 graduate of current events. Zoeller was
ship up to date. He expects to be
in the service another year and of Model High School, Rlchomnd, from the first battalion and Walke
his address will be 1005 Arlington, Ky., and received his bachelor's is from the second battalion.
degree In 1966 from Eastern.
Lawton, Okla.
Jean Whalin, Class of '62, has
Robert A. Becker, '62, was on
SKYDIVING UP!
Newest American sports fad is
skydiving, the March Reader's
Digest reports. Some 15,000 Americans regularly
parachutejump
from airplanes In this fast-growing activity. There are currently
more than 500 skydiving clubs In
*e United States; members Include businessmen, secretaries,
college students and housewives.
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PROGRESS

Food Sheets
Issued By SC

Send Your
CLOTHES

Earlier this week, the Student
Council distributed sheets concerning the food problem on campus.
These sheets are designed to aid
the Council food committee In its
effort to improve the campus food
situation.
The sheet listed several topics
such as price of food, quality,
quantity, sanitary conditions, service, and left-overs. The students
were. requested to give their viewpoints and recommendations for
Improving each.
In addition to the discussion on
the food problem, the Council officially set the date and time for
the election of its officers. Elections will be held from 8 a.m. until 6:30 p.m. on April 3, 4 and 5.
The Council again urges those who
plan to run for an office to have
their petitions signed and handed
in by 7:30 p.m. next Thursday.

MADISON
LAUNDRY

Reports Are Due
All faculty, staff, and students
should report their 1963 license
plate numbers to the Security
Office in 13 urn am Hall. All
such information should be accurate and complete. .
StudenU who find that they
have not completed all their Insurance Information should do
so when they make their report
of license numbers.

Across From Bus Station

Zoeller Chosen

LIEUTENANT BOB AKAM, B.S. IN AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

"If I had it to do over again,
would I take Army R.O.T.C.?
Look at it this way. I like the idea of doing challenging
work. That's why I volunteered for Special Forces. So
you can see why I felt pretty good when the Army assigned
me to Europe! Here I really feel I'm doing something for
the cause of my country in these important times. How
many jobs can you think of that start you off with this
kind of responsibility ? My wife's here, too, and she loves
it. We get a chance to travel. We meet the people, learn
new languages, customs. And there's a pretty active
social life on post, too. Hut above all, I'm an officer with
a job to do and with responsibilities to shoulder. I like
it that way, and I have a hunch that my leadership training and experience will help me out whatever I do. Take
it from me, if you're already half-way towards your
commission, see it through. It's a good deal. I know."
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Cadet Of Week

COATS - TOPPERS - SUITS - HATS

LIKE TO TAKE A "BREAK"?
GO...

-

WEST MAIN STREET
RICHMOND. KY

More than 500 tons of penicillin
are consumed each year.
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SPRING
NEW FASHION
ALL WOOL ,

COATS
Boucle
Basket Weave
And Jersey

s^ L«*W*

Toppers
Laminated
Fabric

'*« '

14

S-M98

$0098

29
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SOFT TEXTURED

SPRING

SPRING

HATS

SUITS

SOFTLY FEMININE
ENCHANTERS TO
WELCOME SPRING.
Choose your favorite
from our selection of
lovely colors.

Basketweave In
New Pastel Colors

24

A«?

'■M.

RED, BEIGE,
BLACK OR BLUE

SIZES 10-20; 5- 15

$098

3

98

ALL SIZES

>liet#*aH 3ML.

USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
-Ss
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SPRING

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Refunded
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SdlGITl refreshes your taste
— air-saftens^every puff
~/£% a./burfC..~ifc KjjbwgfctoO-With every Salem cigarette, a soft,
refreshing taste is yours. Salem's special cigarette paper breathes in fresh air
... to smoke fresh and flavorful every time. Smoke refreshed... smoke Salem!

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too
£1H2 R. I' fterneldi Tnbeno Conpcpy, WlnMan-PatVa. N. C.

